User Guide: Accessing New Satellite Imagery from Planet in CEO

Here’s what you need to know:

- Planet data is now publicly available on CEO across the platform. **Below are brief tutorials for adding Planet imagery to new and existing projects.**

- To learn more about why this high resolution satellite data is now publicly available, check out this article.
  - [Planet, KSAT and Airbus Awarded First-Ever Global Contract to Combat Deforestation](#)

**Utilizing Planet Imagery for New Projects (3 Steps):**

1. Under your Institution, click “Projects” and click “Create New Project.”
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2. Fill out the necessary fields, and select the imagery under “Public Imagery” by checking the box next to “Planet Monthly NICFI Data” when creating your project.
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3. Once you’re done setting up your project, scroll to the bottom and click “Create Project.”
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**Editing Existing Projects to Use Planet Imagery (3 Steps):**

1. Under your Institution, click “Projects” and navigate to the review project button next to an existing project you would like to edit.
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2. Once on the Review Project page, scroll down to the “Public Imagery” section and check the box next to your Planet imagery data to use for this project.
3. Once you’ve checked the Planet imagery box for your project, scroll to the bottom and click “Update Project.”